Aircraft Archeology
INTRODUCTION
What is aircraft archeology? ?

Find aircraft parts

Make them speak
Then:

- Rebuild the event
- Share this discovery
Aerocherche
and aircraft archeology
How find a crash site?

- Testimonies
- Accident report
- Pictures
- Archives
Digging
Analyse the parts and make them speak
It can be a part number (P/N)
Status of the parts

A fire occurred

Violent crash !!
Finding at private persons places
Rebuild the event

Recouping testimonies and archives  The force of Internet
Sharing with an exhibition

- Aeroscopia (in Toulouse)
- Dedicated space (40m²)
Sharing with publications and conferences

Publications

Conferences
Three fundamental principles

Memory

Respect

sharing
Contact : AEROCHERCHE
24 allées Georges Brassens 31700 Blagnac
Tel: 06 07 31 89 28
Email: gilles.collaveri@hotmail.fr